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From the helm
While lockdowns have interrupted our ability to get out on the water as much as we'd have liked
over the last couple of months, many of our members have been continuing to implement their
sailing plans by working through our cruising preparation workshops. If you are planning a long
coastal or offshore voyage at some stage in the future, you can join us for $75 a year, and get
access to some great content to help you get prepared, enjoy discounts and social events too.
It has been another busy month here
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We made the news this month while helping
some of our members who have been
cruising in Australia find crew to help them
sail back home across the Tasman.

Following the article on Stuff, I was
overwhelmed with calls and emails from
desperate Kiwi's stuck in Australia keen to
get home. With the help of some other good
samaritans we've been able to match up
about 12 crew with various boats keen to
have a few extra pairs of hands to get back
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me know if you'd like some extra hands on
board.
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Naomi Wilde & Viki Moore out for a post lockdown sail

Another thing I am really passionate about is encouraging
Women in sailing. Back in 2014 I started a group called
Women Who Sail New Zealand on Facebook. It has grown to
become a network of over 1600 sailors to connect with one
another and encourage more women to get involved in
sailing, cruising and racing.

This month on our ICNZ Facebook page we have enjoyed a
series of articles from my friend Rebecca Hayter who wrote
her sailing story in conjunction with #steeringthecourse - an
international initiative to get more women involved in sailing.
I have included one of her articles in our newsletter.

Here in Lyttelton we have got a large number of women
sailors, both boat owners and crew, and on Friday night we
had a Women's race with 9 yachts out on the water. Here is a
picture of all the skippers. On

Wildwood

we also had an all

female crew. We had a fiercely competitive race on the
water followed by a few wines and socialising with all the
girls and their crew off the water afterwards.

I hope you enjoy the newsletter, and if you aren't already a
member of Island Cruising, I'd love to encourage you to join
us. You can do so on our website here.

Thanks for all your support. Until next month.
Cheers

V

iki

Women skippers in Lyttelton
Jemma, Jo, Debbie, Kirsten, Ellen, Steph, Amanda & Viki

Survey for recreational vessels
Yachting New Zealand and the New Zealand Marina Operators Association are working with a team of scientists to build
a picture of non-trailered recreational vessel movements around New Zealand’s coasts.
Data from this research will help improve the management of popular destinations and the provision of services for
recreational vessels.
We invite you to please share with the research team the parts of New Zealand you love to visit, and how often you have
managed to get there with your vessel over the past two years.
Please contribute to this project by completing an online questionnaire which uses interactive maps to indicate
destinations visited by your vessel.
The survey is completely anonymous, and you have the chance to win one of two $250 gift vouchers.
The survey will remain open until October 31, 2021.
To access the survey - click here

Island Cruising welcomes our latest partner - Sailutions
é

Sailutions supply and service Seld

n, Rutgerson and Furlex yacht rigging

solutions throughout New Zealand and the South Pacific, from their
base on Auckland’s North Shore.

They're a small but knowledgeable team who thrive on developing rigging
and sailing hardware solutions that meet your specific needs. With
significant sailing experience on both racing and cruising yachts, they
are well equipped to understand the needs of sailors, as well as riggers,
sailmakers and boat builders.

Island Cruising Members get a 10% Discount!

Registrations are now open!
Contact us for an info pack

A message from the team at
'Clean Below? Good to Go'
This has been a long lockdown for Auckland and the extended hibernation has given marine
pests like Mediterranean fanworm more time to grow on your boat. If you are planning to join
us for the South Island Rally, or if you've got other cruising plans for the summer, it's a great
idea to talk now with your preferred haulout and contractors about their capacity to
undertake the hull maintenance and cleaning you need before you head off. The South Island
Rally will be calling in to many places that have strict rules about biofouling.
The website www.marinepests.nz contains info and resources, including a list of haulouts up
and down the coast of New Zealand.
The following Auckland boatyards and haulouts are open in Level 3:
Gulf Harbour Marina haulout - open within restrictions
Hobsonville Marine Services Ltd - open to contractors only
Orams Marine Services -open with restricted access, heavy bookings for next 2-3 weeks,
can accommodate washes
Pine Harbour - bookings available, only tenants and approved contractors can work on
vessels, strict protocols apply
The Slipway Milford - operating with availability for launches under 28’, and 35-55’
Pier 21 Marine Centre - open for business, phone for bookings
Half Moon Bay - operating with limited availability due to construction, lift and wash
services available
Floating Dock Services is currently undertaking pre-booked full antifoul services only and is
at full capacity, but is taking bookings online for when it reopens in Level 2.

savvy navvy launch industry-leading departure
schedule feature for sailors
Marine technology company savvy navvy has released a new innovative departure scheduling
feature as one of the first on the market, enabling boaters to see at a glance the best time to
depart based on your route, wind and tidal conditions.

The latest feature from UK-based savvy navvy, means its

190 000
,

global users of their app of

which ten per cent are from New Zealand and Australia, are now able compare passage times, as
well as weather and tide information and immediately make crucial decisions based on safety,
comfort, time and cost.

“savvy navvy really is as simple as Google Maps for boats. Over the past five years we have
worked hard to constantly develop our app to simplify boating technology. Our scheduling feature
does exactly that. It allows boaters to plan better and make more informed decisions. The app lets
our users visually see the best time to depart given wind and tidal implications, ultimately leading
to more informed and cost-saving decisions for their journeys,” says Jelte Liebrand, CEO &
Founder of savvy navvy.

Jelte Liebrand set up savvy navvy almost five years ago with Kevin O’Neill wanting to bring marine
technology in line with the technical advances in other industries, such as the automotive
industry. While features like this have been the norm in car sat navs for many years, savvy navvy
is the first to bring a marine based departure comparison feature to the market.
The new departure scheduler feature was showcased at last week’s Southampton International
Boat Show in the UK, and received with much enthusiasm from boaters, who quickly saw how it
can help them plan routes much easier.

“The departure schedule feature has been a godsend when planning our sailing routes both for
myself and our charter guests. No more multiple paper maps and charts. Instead, just the savvy
navvy departure scheduler app, which is so easy to use and lets you compare tides with a touch of
a button. Since it launched many of our customers have told us how their initial sailing plans
changed, when the scheduler showed more comfortable sailing conditions later in the day. We
can’t believe how such a simple function has had such high impact on our boating life already,”
says Mike Pickering, Co-founder of Kraken Travel, who arrange adventure and expedition sailing
worldwide.

Since savvy navvy launched they have plotted over

190 000
,

15

million miles of routes and have over

global users. User feedback is constantly being used to develop the app’s innovative and

ground breaking features for boaters across the world.
The new scheduling feature is live now for all savvy navvy’s explore and elite subscribers. To find
out more visit www.savvy-navvy.com

Island Cruising is excited to announce savvy navvy as our latest partner. They'll be offering
ICNZ Members a

20

% discount on subscriptions to the app. Join Island Cruising on

www.islandcruising.nz/register to take advantage of this and many more partner special offers!

Steering The
By Rebecca Hayter

Course

From 1 to 10 October 2021, Yachting New Zealand joined Steering the Course: a worldwide festival to encourage women into
sailing.
Sailing has challenged me, thrilled me, and enriched my life and I encourage all women who want to get into sailing to get
onboard.
Do the Day Skipper course. That’s my advice to everyone who asks me about getting into sailing. It sits alongside that other
great piece of advice: join a yacht club to meet other sailors and put your name on the club noticeboard or website until
someone invites you to join their crew.
When you’re new to sailing, it’s a little daunting to join a new boat, but you will feel more confident if you’ve done your Day
Skipper through Coastguard Boating Education or similar.
Day Skipper isn’t specifically about sailing; it’s about boating in general – the basics of navigation, including the meanings of
channel markers in the harbour to keep boats on the safe side of hazards; the Collision Regulations to avoid other boats; and
onboard practices like how to anchor so that your boat stays where you want it to; and knowing your knots. The four main
knots for boating are bowline, reef knot, clove hitch and figure-eight knot, and every skipper you ever sail with will thank you
for learning them.
Knowledge is about confidence. If you don’t understand something, it’s hard to feel confident and if you don’t feel confident,
it’s hard to have fun. Even the best sailors in the world say they learn something new every time they go sailing.
Even if you are happily partnered to someone who owns a boat and knows all this stuff, I still recommend you do Day Skipper
and a learn-to-sail course. There are exceptions but often, when one partner plays tutor to the other in how to drive, sail or
ski, it gets tetchy.
It’s also hard to commit to the training process on a private boat. Many years ago I did the RYA Powerboat course. The
instructor asked me to berth the boat in a marina berth, which required me to face the boat into the wind, which is the
easiest way to do it. Then I had to berth the boat in a cross-wind, then downwind. For about an hour, we practiced berthing in
different scenarios, because that’s what we were there to do.
The more you learn about boating, the more you’ll enjoy it. For a really crazy sailing adventure, visit my website
rebeccahayter.co.nz

Plans are underway for the iconic Pacific Circuit Rally in 2022.
There will also be a Fiji only and New Caledonia feeder rally for the
Groupama Race option.
COVID restrictions permitting. Mark your diaries, register your interest,
and more details will be coming very soon.
Watch this space!

Member Benefits

We are proud to announce our new partners of Island Cruising who are offering some
excellent deals for our members. You can join Island Cruising for just $75.00 per year here to
access these incredible deals!

20% off the Down Under Rally Offshore
Cruising Preparation Course. Save $70!
Check out the Down Under Rally website
for more information here.

See-LEVEL is a new, fast, effective, and
patented solution for seasickness
designed in New Zealand.
ICNZ members get a 10% discount on
See-LEVEL products. Contact
dudley@see-level.com

Online Workshops for Island Cruising NZ Members

Are you Offshore Ready?
Our cruising preparation workshops have kicked off but it is not to late to join in the fun. Island
Cruising NZ members will receive weekly emails with tips and suggestions on how to go about
getting prepared for a long coastal or offshore voyage. There will also be webinars, downloads,
and in person get togethers.
You can start any time, and work through the topics at your own pace. Join in any time.
So far our workshops have covered off some key
topics:

Some of the topics coming up:
Navigation
COLREGS
Passage planning

1. Getting organised - a system for storing all the
information for your Passage Plan, Safety Manual,
Maintenance log, Important Documents, Boating

Provisioning
Safety gear
Diesel engine basics
Fuel systems

Qualifications and more
2. Your vessel information - a template for collating
all the specifications of your boat
3. The Cat 1 & 2 Regulations

Servicing winches
Checking your rig
Anchoring tips
Sailing at night
EPIRBs

4. Boat Registration

VHF/AIS

5. Reporting Incidents

Communications

6. Insuring your boat

Man Over Board

7. VHF & MMSI

Fire
Flooding

8. Meteorology - Forecasts
9. Communication options at Sea
10. Rig - rules for Cat 1 & 2
11. Sails for offshore - the Cruising Wardrobe

Abandon Ship
Preparing a Grab Bag
Meteorology
Tides
Docking

12. Fire Safety

Plumbing

13. Anchoring

Electrics

14. Your Maintenance Records

Batteries

15. Provisioning

Charging systems
Keeping healthy

16. EPIRB's
17. Your sailing resumé

Sail trim & new sails
Boat registration
Taking on crew

We are work our way through the Safety Regulations

Dinghy tips
Fog signals

with some tips on what your vessel needs, advice from

Biosecurity

experts and some great discounts on the gear you

Seasickness

need to have on board.

Coping in emergencies
Security
Skipper responsibility

There is lots coming up! Hope you can join us.

Log keeping
Search and Rescue

Join in any time, there is lots to cover off, and starting
early means you can tick off a lot of these jobs for

Steering
Heavy Weather Sailing
AND MUCH MORE!

getting you, your vessel and your crew ready for a
long coastal or an offshore voyage.

Become a member now to join in
www.islandcruising.nz

Hydrovane as an emergency steering system
By Sarah Curry of Hydrovane International Marine

With a Hydrovane your boat will have two complete,
independent, steering systems.
The Hydrovane doubles as the strongest Emergency
Rudder and Steering System available today.
Other windvane systems may have the option of a
retro-fit-able emergency rudder. However, in an
emergency situation, having the system in place and
‘ready to go’ saves boats. Not to mention that rudder
loss is not the only potential issue to prepare for…
Consider these scenarios:
Rudder failure: do you know what’s on the inside of
your boat’s rudder? Typical construction is a foam
core with stainless strapping, covered in fiberglass.
It’s difficult to inspect and if there is any corrosion,
you won’t know about it until the worst time.
Rudder post fissure: crevice corrosion in the steel
shaft is often to blame for rudder posts that shear
in half. In this scenario the boat is left rudderless.
Steering quadrant failure: most boats have a backup tiller, but when was the last time you tried to use
it? Sometimes it’s in a difficult position (such as in an
aft cabin, for a center cockpit boat) and would be
impossible to use in bad conditions.
Cable breakage: do you have spare cables and do
you know how to install them?
Hydraulic steering malfunction
Read this excellent article, published in SAIL Magazine,
March 2018: KNOW HOW – RIGGING EMERGENCY
RUDDERS
In planning, ask yourself:
How long would it take you and crew to get back to
port?
How would you be able to avoid fatigue as you deal
with the situation?
Without a proper emergency system in place, would
you be able outrun or steer well enough in bad
conditions?
What if you lose steering close to shore?

www.hydrovane.com

"As we entered between the two rock breakwaters my son
started yelling that he could not steer. I grabbed the wheel
and – nothing. We were veering off towards the rocks of
the breakwater at close to 5 knots. Thinking the steering
cable broke, I hit the autopilot. I could see it turning the
shaft and still nothing.
People started waving us off and passing pangas started
yelling at us to get away from the rocks. I put the boat
hard in reverse and then the waves started hitting us.
According to the depth sounder we should have hit
bottom, and I thought we are either going to be smashed
against the rocks or we were going to get knocked down.
From backing hard into the waves the cockpit started to
get flooded.
Then I remembered the Hydrovane right behind me! I
pulled the pin and pushed the tiller over hard, and before
you knew it we are back in the channel, and at the slip.
Looking at the boat from the side we saw that the main
rudder was completely gone. We later found it drifting in
the channel. The shaft had sheared off, perhaps from
corrosion from some as yet undetermined source."

Island Cruising NZ is all about offering the cruising community "peace of mind" –
through the help, guidance and support they give to boat owners wanting to venture
offshore. For this same reason, the ICNZ is aligned to Baileys Insurance, as we feel
comfortable with the first class insurance cover and claims support they can provide
to our members.
"Blue water" insurance cover is a specialist area, and the team at Baileys have the
knowledge, skill and first hand experience to ensure you have the right cover for your
particular circumstances – whether it be cruising the Pacific, or around the world, short
handed or with a full crew. We achieve this by using quality insurers from local and
overseas markets, all with "A" rated financial security as a minimum requirement. Our
true independence and access to a choice of Insurers enables us to provide you with
very competitive premium and excess terms.
But most importantly, we are involved first hand with every claim to ensure it is settled
as it should be.
Contact Baileys Insurance for more information and get a quote for Island Cruising
NZ Members.

https://www.baileysinsurance.co.nz
BAILEYS INSURANCE LTD
Phone: 09 444 8860 or 0800 898585
Email: enquiries@baileysinsurance.co.nz

Upcoming Events
October 2021
Island Cruising NZ Members cruising
preparation online workshops
Are now underway! Join us any time and get regular
updates on bite sized steps for preparing you, your
vessel and your crew to do a long coastal or offshore
voyage.
Become a member to participate
www.islandcruising.nz
Sailing Singles
Looking for love in all the wrong places?
Join the Sailing Singles New Zealand Group on
Facebook. There are lots of last minute get togethers
around the country. This is a great way to make some
new sailing friends.

Women Who Sail New Zealand

Upcoming Events
21 October 2021
Feeling Seasick?
Lyttelton sailor Dudley Jackson had his offshore
cruising plans thwarted by debilitating sea-sickness.
This lead him to design and develop an innovative
way of curing that awful green feeling sailors often get
when heading in to rough seas! Come along and hear
about how he came up with the idea, how he went
about designing and manufacturing his product and
try it out! It will be a fun interactive session.
Little Ship Club @Naval Point in Lyttelton. 7.30pm
start

December 2021 - January 2022
Rally to the South Island
Plans are underway for a rally to the South Island
including calls at Abel Tasman, Marlborough Sounds,
Banks Peninsula and then either sail home or on to
Stewart Island and Fiordland. More info coming very
soon!

28 October 2021
Cruising Vanuatu Webinar
In collaboration with Multihull Solutions, Down Under
Rally & Rocket Guides
More info here

March 2022
Central Triangle
Short handed or fully crewed race from Wellington to
Akaroa, Napier & back to Wellington. Great
shakedown for an offshore voyage and some great
parties along the way. More info here.

10 - 13 February 2022
Australian Wooden Boat Festival
the Australian Wooden Boat Festival will fill Sullivan's
Cove, Hobart. More info here.

18 November 2021
Three Kings Offshore Race
The Three Kings Offshore Race is a 500 nautical mile
challenge from Auckland up and around the Three
Kings Islands and then back to Auckland finishing
where you started. The Three Kings Islands is a
beautiful, yet rugged place that is a must see, past
Cape Reinga with a slice of Ocean Racing.
Check out the RNZYS website for more info
May 2022
Pacific Circuit Rally
COVID border restrictions permitting, plans are
underway for our famous Pacific Circuit Rally in 2022.
Tonga, Fiji, Vanuatu & New Caledonia. Contact us to
register your interest.
June 2022
Groupama Race - New Caledonia
April 2023
Sister City 50th Anniversary Rally to Japan.
from Christchurch and Wellington New Zealand to
Kurashiki and Sakai Japan. Register your interest now.
More info on the Facebook group.

Upcoming Events
Provisioning for a Passage
Monday 18 October
With Joanna Patterson
Watch Live

-

Online on the Island

Cruising Facebook Page

7.00

pm

ICNZ members can join on Zoom

Join Viki & other ICNZ members in Nelson to do:

Discounts for ICNZ Members!

Pacific COVID Update
The NZ border is still closed unless you are a NZ Registered vessel, with NZ crew or have an
exemption. Fiji, New Caledonia and French Polynesia are planning onre-opening their borders
to vaccinated sailors. More details below...
New Zealand

NZ - Biosecurity Reminder

The borders are still closed unless you

Remember you need to ensure that

Australia

are a NZ registered vessel with NZ

your hull is clean and free from any

The maritime border is closed. Only

crew or if you have an exemption.

marine growth before you arrive in

Australian citizens, residents and

New Zealand.

immediate family members can enter
Australia by sea. All crew must be

People should plan their journeys so

isolated in mandatory quarantine.

that as much of the isolation period
(14 days) as possible can be

Fiji

accommodation for 14 days on arrival

completed at sea. If the vessel arrives

Fiji is opening their border to

You must provide arrival information

prior to having observed 12 days of

international travellers and sailors

in advance.

isolation, everyone on board will be

from 11 November 2021.
Down Under Rally and the Ocean

required to go into a Managed
Isolation Facility (MIF) in Auckland.

They are looking forward to

Cruising Club have been working with

For those arriving on day 12, the

welcoming us on the Pacific Circuit

an agent in Australia to get safe

remaining days can be observed on

Rally next year.

haven exemptions. For more
information click here.

board at Opua port in Northland.
The 14-day self-isolation period

Vanuatu

begins following the last point of

All ports of entry are closed until

Niue

departure or contact the vessel has

further notice. But we also have plans

The Niue border is closed to all yachts

had with anyone that is not already

underway to visit Vanuatu on our rally

until further notice.

on board.

next year if the borders reopen.

A small number of New Zealanders

Watch this space!

French Polynesia

Boats with fully vaccinated crew can

have indicated that they may return
home to New Zealand from Australia

Cook Islands

enter French Polynesia. If you are

by yacht, and may take passengers

The Cook Islands Maritime border is

interested in sailing to French

on board in order to avoid time in an

closed. People who have been in New

Polynesia next year, please let us

MIQ facility by serving their 14-day

Zealand for 14 days can fly in to the

know.

self-isolation period in the Tasman.

Cook Islands without quarantine. We

It is a breach of New Zealand’s

have heard of one yacht sailing from

International Cruisers In Europe
with Boats in NZ

Maritime Transport Act to charge any

Tahiti to NZ that was permitted to

passengers that may join a vessel for

stop in Aitutaki to take on extra kiwi

Non-NZ citizens are still not permitted

this purpose.

crew and spare parts. The sailors

to enter NZ via air to access their

The safety of everyone on board

were unable to go ashore.

boats. Some have chosen to ship
their vessels home or sell them here in

should be top priority. Vessels need
to be adequately crewed for the

New Caledonia

NZ. Others continue to wait for the

voyage while the vessel and

The borders to New Caledonia remain

borders to reopen.

equipment on board must also meet

closed until further notice. But they

safety standards. Skippers must

are also anticipating being open in

Join Sailors with COVID Immigration

comply with Australian Maritime

2022. Plans for the Groupama

Issues NZ Facebook group for more

Safety Authority regulations to

Regatta are underway and they are

information.

receive the necessary clearance

also looking forward to welcoming

before departing, such as ensuring

the Pacific Circuit Rally in 2022.

passenger numbers comply with the
boat’s capacity and safety

Tonga

equipment. Vessels must also comply

Tonga's maritime border is closed

with any regulations that may apply

until further notice.

from the vessel’s country of
registration.

Samoa

Anchoring off the coast is not

International borders remain closed

permitted.

until further notice.

Island Cruising NZ
Become a Member
· Whether you own a boat already, are planning on buying one soon, have dreams of sailing
offshore someday, or are considering sailing to New Zealand, preparing for a voyage requires
that you, your crew and your vessel are knowledgeable, equipped and fully self-sufficient. Island
Cruising NZ can help you navigate through all the preparation, administration and coordination
of a long coastal or offshore voyage and welcome you to the South West Pacific.

For just NZD$75.00 per annum you will receive:
Services, information and advice for long coastal and
offshore cruisers and racers.
Newsletters and regular updates.
Exclusive member tips and steps to help you prepare for
a long voyage.
Access to exclusive discounts from some of the best
marine businesses in New Zealand and the South Pacific.
·Social events, great cruising community connections,
activities and rallies.
Mentoring, training seminars and webinars.
Access to our extensive database of local knowledge and
advice about sailing in the South Pacific and New
Zealand.
Assistance with navigating the ever changing customs,
immigration and health requirements for cruisers.
Advocacy and support when things don't go to plan.

Combined knowledge and connections with the Island
Cruising community.
Crew matching service for skippers looking for crew or
crew looking for a boat.

Join online at www.islandcruising.nz

Rally Benefits

Our rallies are for everyone! Families with children, couples, friends, solo
sailors, yacht owners and offshore capable power boat owners. Basically, if
you're able to take some time out to cruise, then our rallies are for you.

Social events and activities.

Discounts and expertise from our
rally partners - respected marine
suppliers.

Assistance navigating the changing
customs and immigration paperwork
and often access to ports you'd
otherwise be unable to clear in and out
from.
Local knowledge and connections.

Seminars, advice and passage
planning assistance with preparing
your vessel, your crew and your self
for the rally
The safety of travelling in a group,
with tracking and weather routing
and advice if things don't go to plan.

Stay with the group of do your
own thing, the choice is yours.
Crew matching service &
management of crew change
logistics
Technical support

Marine Medic
Coastal & Offshore
How would you cope if someone on board
your boat had a heart attack, broke their
leg, or some other major injury. Could you
take care of a sick crew member for an
extended period at sea?
REGISTER YOUR INTEREST NOW:
email us: info@islandcruising.nz
We will be running courses with our partner
Oceania Medical later in the year around
the country in line with demand.
Christchurch - TBA
Wellington - November
Auckland - TBA
With discounts available for Island Cruising
NZ Members

Course Topics:
Personal protection
Primary Survey
Recovery Position
Body Structure & Functions
The Unconcious Casualty
CPR & Basic Life Support
AED Use
Bleeding, Tourniquet use, israeli bandage use & CELOX
Management of Shock, Anaphylactic shock, hypoglycemic shock
Burns & Scalds
Transporting & caring for a casualty
Wound Care
Offshore Medical Kit (CAT 1) familiarisation session

Sail Wellmess
YOGA4YACHTIES
Hi I'm Leanne, I am known in the sailing world as "Yoga 4
Yachties - Namaste Ocean Yoga".
This has been my passion since 2009 sailing from Australia
practicing on board, sharing with fellow sailors and
teaching in Island locations when I became a qualified
teacher. Some 14 years have gone by and I now offer 200hr
Yoga Teacher Training (Namaste Ocean Yoga School) to the
Sailing & broader Community online and in person, as well
as Yoga/Gut Health/Sailing Retreats.
Since Covid has been upon us and travel abroad has
stopped, I commenced almost immediately an online
Subscribed Yoga Health & Sail Wellness group to continue
to bring Yoga into your lifestyle. I also began to understand
more of what the sailing community was looking for to bring
this onboard, and the issues with space they also had. So I
began my classes online more in tune with a small space,
but incorporating all aspects of yoga classes and poses
with tips and ideas on how to use the boat to your
advantage when practicing onboard.
I now have over 55 classes for you to practice at your
leisure.
Each month I add 2 or more Videos and at times special
guest teachers I have trained with to give you a combination
of Yoga Practices ... Vinyasa Flow, Yin Yoga with Jill and
Yoga Nidra and flows with Jo and more.
I combine Yoga with a love of gut health, which transpired
from my personal journey to now mentoring to help clients
with Gut issues the past 3-4 years.
Join me online at https://sail-wellness.com

Island Cruising NZ is proud to partner with Rocket Guides Cruising Guides for Vanuatu and New Caledonia.
Rocket Cruising Guides have expert local knowledge on Anchorages, Routes, Marine Parks, Marinas, Yacht Agents,
slipways, yacht repair facilities, supermarkets, marine hardware stores, welders, fitters, sail makers, internet, mobile
phones, and more.

Island Cruising NZ Members get a 10% discount on these amazing cruising resources

This Sailing Life
By Gina de Vere
This sailing life can be as close to

I took over and did well, which gave

heaven as one may hope to get in

my confidence another boost. And as

this life, or it can be the most

we sail on I learn more all the time

frustrating, uncomfortable and horrid

and my confidence rarely dips so

experience. There is no proof against

much that I am shaking, not any more.

the latter; only thorough preparation

It takes time to settle into your boat

can help, and even then there are no

and its idiosyncrasies.

guarantees. Embarking on a voyage
Mostly the sailing life is taken up with

of several years takes personal
courage and strength of character,
as well as a full wallet.

And because I was new to blue water
sailing I was fearful something would
happen to Christian and then I would

When my husband Christian and I first
got together we had very little
money, but we had property. We
thought we may return to New
Zealand in a few years. That was
sixteen years ago and now we are
happily sailing into our 70s.

have grave problems. So many horror
stories passed through my mind in the
flicker of an instant before the boat
motion calmed down and we were
successfully ‘hove-to’. I kept busy and
dismissed fears as they constantly
reappeared. Later we examined my
fears together and worked out a

Luckily the nasty moments do not last
long. But they can be intense.
Everyone has them, and we all react
to them differently. What seems like
horrendously huge waves to one can
seem like nothing to be concerned

strategy as to what I would do if
anything happened to Christian. It
calmed my mind. Until then I had not
thought to ask about ‘what if?’ You
don’t know what you don’t know, as
the saying goes.

activities that are minor but
necessary, like ongoing maintenance
and checking everything for wear and
tear all the time, plus all the normal
chores. Not because I cannot do all
the things Christian does, but rather
because he can do them so much
better than I can, he cops the boat
maintenance with me there to assist. I
get to be cook because I am fussy
about how I want to cook healthy
food, balance the menu and keep us
fit and healthy. I also do the
accounting and visas etc whereas
Christian is responsible for all boat
papers. We work things out to our
strengths.

about to another. I think it is all to do
with experience. The more we
experience difficult sailing conditions
the more we can sanguinely cope
with them, however if all you have
ever experienced is fine weather
sailing, those waves can be scary. I
was scared when we set sail from
New Zealand but worked hard on not
showing it. I wasn’t about to be a
wuss in front of my new husband who
is a highly experienced sailor. Oh but
inside... I was quaking.

As the days, weeks, months passed
and I became more trusting of what
the boat could do and what I could
do, I started to relax and enjoy the
wonders of Tonga, its friendly people
and its culture. Confidence is a
strange thing; it takes an age to
acquire it but it doesn’t take long to
lose it. Because we had enjoyed so
many gentle days in the islands,
setting anchor in a pretty place,
swimming and snorkelling in the clear
waters, going to market to buy fresh

When we were caught in a storm en
route to Tonga Christian told me to
take the boat into the wind and hold
the boat there while he arranged the
sails ready to heave to. It took every
ounce of strength I had to hold on as
we went into what seemed to me,
enormous waves, going down and
down then up, up, hoping the waves
would not break too hard over the
boat.

produce, and generally settled into a
pleasant lazy routine, I became
anxious at the mere thought of
another sea crossing. The passage
from Tonga to Fiji was about three
days, not far, but the waters had
become short and choppy. Luckily I
do not get seasick, but Christian
does, just for a short while. He lay
over the side of the boat for hours,
sick as a dog but able to give me
some instructions.

Every day is different which I enjoy.
We are not routine people, but most
days start with some exercise, either
yoga, a walk or simple stretches,
sometimes in my berth! There are
provisioning days where we add
pleasures of going out to breakfast or
dinner to counterbalance the efforts
to shop, then remove all purchases
from the car or taxi, and get them to
the dinghy, which could entail several
trips over rough ground, then the
dinghy ride to the boat where I
invariably get salt spray on my
clothes, reach the boat, tie up the
painter then remove all our salty
clothing before carting the provisions
into the galley. Before the next effort
of finding a place to put the
mountain of stuff, I make a cup of
tea. Then revived, I can pull the
floorboards up and re- stock.

With us both doing this we can have the
boat looking pretty much normal again in
about one hour. Here in Thailand where
we are as I write in September 2021, it is
the rainy season- hot and sweaty. So a
shower for each of us is a must before
bed. Tomorrow may be spent on a
nearby island, snorkelling in the clear
blue waters and later meeting up with
friends. The time is ours to choose.

Many days are passed with friends,
either on the beach at beach barbecues,

Sometimes though there are bigger repairs to

going for walks, exploring villages or on

be made and these can take a long time. We

each other’s boats. But also many days

lost use of the engine because the oil hose

are passed on boat maintenance or

had burst and there was the grisly job of

fixing mechanical breakdowns.

cleaning this up before we could even look at

Everything costs more for a boat and

the engine. The worst was confirmed. The

takes longer to fix than you think it

engine would not start. But we are a sailing

should. But sometimes there are happy

boat after all, however there was no wind. So

surprises. We were sailing into Airlie
Beach in Queensland when we heard a
horrible clattering sound, like plates
being smashed to smithereens at a
Greek restaurant. This noise came from
the engine room and we feared the
worst, dollar signs down the drain.
Quickly we turned off the motor and
were able to sail into an anchorage in

we strapped the dinghy onto the hull with its
3.3hp engine and slowly made our way into a
marina. Christian had used this technique
before so was not as dismayed as I was
about us going backwards with the current,
but even if we had not had this knowledge,
we are problem solvers like so many sailors
who jury rig broken masts, improvise with
replacement sails, and find a source of
power to get to their destination. This is all

front of the yacht club. It had been a

part of the satisfactions of the sailing life. We

long day, so we decided to postpone the

have been very fortunate with no major

misery of finding what had gone wrong

upheavals to make me quake, but some

until the next day.

people experience much worse and others,

However, we need

not have worried. After inspection it

nothing at all.

turned out just to be a loose alternator –
reprieve! Time then for a dinghy ride into

Friends of mine lost their mast not far from

the yacht club for a celebration drink.

Sri Lanka. They dealt with the immediate
problems then returned to Australia to work
in the mines to pay for a new mast. She told
me this event had a ‘silver lining’ because
they earned enough to buy a house as well.
None of us knows what challenges life will
bring, but when it does we will do our best.
The chances are we will come through the
other side a stronger, more confident person.
This sailing life is unpredictable at times but
taken altogether, ups and downs, it is better
to have persevered rather than never to have
known the pleasures waiting just over the
horizon.

I leave you with this quote from Andre Gide.
Happy voyaging!

Club Connections

Island Cruising NZ collaborates with yacht clubs around New Zealand & the Pacific to promote cruising activities & events
to our huge database of sailors, to provide a place of connection for our members when cruising away from home, and
organising combined events and seminars about cruising for the sailors in their local area.

Tasman Bay Cruising Club
Tasman Bay Cruising Club’s iconic Clubhouse offers excellent
shore based facilities and a friendly, relaxed, atmosphere for
its members, their guests, and visitors and organises racing,
cruising, and social events. The Clubhouse extends over the
water and offers stunning views of Nelson Marina.
The Social Committee work hard year round organising a range
of entertainment both in and out of the Club, with dinners,
barbeques, prize-givings, murder mystery evenings and all
kinds of fun events. There is a members’ bar, which is also
open to visitors, as well as our restaurant serving delicious and
very reasonably priced meals. The Clubhouse is a great venue
for social functions and is available for hire.
Cruising around Tasman Bay by sailing yacht or launch offers
the opportunity to explore the world-renowned Abel Tasman
National Park with its golden sand beaches, small islands,
regenerating native bush and bays. Wake to the sound of
native birdsong and the sight of seals playing by the shore.
Cruise north to Croisilles Harbour and work the tides through
French Pass and you’re into the spectacular Marlborough
Sounds with D’Urville Island to explore.
Check out their Website here and Facebook Page for more info

Available as Ebook on Amazon, softback at Boat Books, NZ & Australia.

Publicity, marketing &
communications
www.marinevoice.net

Clive Bennett
clive.bennett@seaboatsbrokers.com
+64 27 494 9799

Sailing yacht Finot 53
This is a stylish comfortable cruising yacht, safe and very easy to handle with a quality finish.
Zahir is from the drawing board of Jean Marie Finot who is one the premiere naval architects in
the world. His Goupe Finot includes designs for both Beneteau and Oceanis.
2018 upgrade – new rigging , new Dacron mainsail, new Dacron Jib, new deck with antiskid
Kiwigrip, new solar panels, new fabric Bimini and spray hood.
Full specifications can be found here.

14m Offshore
Cruising Yacht
A beautiful example of a 14m Roberts
Cutter/sloop Cruising yacht.
This strongly built steel hull vessel is
ideal for both coastal cruising and
Offshore voyages.

View full details here.

CITY OF SAILS MARINE YACHT BROKERS – New and Used Boats For Sale – Motor Yachts –
Power and Sail – Classic – Multihulls – Launches – Trailer Boats – Marine Products
We are based in Auckland and offer offer a very wide selection of recreational and commercial boats
of all types, both new and used.
We are full service yacht and boat brokers – with the emphasis on service. We also offer a number
of marine services and products, including loan finance, and market and insurance valuations.
WE’RE SELLING BOATS – AND WE NEED NEW LISTINGS!
We get results, so talk to us now about listing your boat for sale – we promote your boat through a
number of websites and other outlets, including overseas as appropriate. Phone us any time:
Blair Harkness, Mobile 021 245 8809 http://www.cityofsailsmarine.co.nz

DOCKLAND 5 Marine Ltd
The perfect place to carry out boat repairs & refresh
before your next adventure with haul out & hardstand
facilities on the beautiful Whangarei Harbour.
John Peagram Manager
Mob: 0274 930 812 | Phone: 09438 8558 | Email:
john@dockland5.co.nz

With the combined world-wide experience and technology at UK Sailmakers, we can
provide the most advanced sail designs, construction, cloth selection, and hardware
for the durability and comfort of your boat together with any custom canvas work you
may need.
You can be assured at UK Sailmakers Phil joined by his team that all your needs will
be listened to and you will be provided with excellent materials, first class
workmanship and service.
www.northlandcanvas.co.nz
Open Ocean Watermakers has been manufacturing
watermakers in the beautiful Bay of Islands of New Zealand
since 2001. Terry Forsbrey is the owner of Open Ocean. He and
his wife Ariel lived aboard their yacht for 22 years and actively
cruised offshore for 12 of those years. During their time on the
water, Terry discovered that high tech components in a
watermaker are not only unnecessary, they are usually the first
thing to break down, and most often in remote locations. When
helping out other cruisers, he frequently found that by-passing
these components would get their watermakers working once
again. That's when he realized that a simple, reliable, and
affordablewatermaker could be made.
Terry developed the early version of an engine driven model
and took it cruising. He put it to the test for five years. He then
returned to New Zealand to design and build a reliable
watermaker without any superfluous gadgets. Thus was born a
revolutionary new concept in watermakers. One that works all
the time, is easy to operate, and doesn’t break the bank.
Island Cruising NZ members get a $300 discount on a
new water maker from Open Ocean!
Check out their website

All drains lead to the sea
Holly Manvell and Crew of Clean Sailors | 20/09/2021
When we wash dishes, take a shower, brush our teeth and clean our boats, guess where our wastewater ends
up? Yup, the sea. So, let’s talk about ‘greywater’.
Greywater = wastewater.
It’s the term used for the dirty water discharged from our sinks, baths, showers and, on land, our washing
machines.
When we are using soap to do laundry or washing dishes, when we are washing our hands or using personal
care products in the shower, we are making greywater. We create greywater on land and at sea, but there is a
difference in how quickly the dirty water gets into our waterways, once down our drains and sinks.
On land, we have complex multi-stage sewages systems to remove as many pollutants from the water as
possible. Water treatment plants are only able to treat organic materials in our wastewater, but not chemicals.
So, although our wastewater on land heads to water treatment facilities, many chemicals and hazardous
materials cannot be removed and end up in our rivers, lakes, and importantly, our oceans.
For most sailors around the world, holding tanks aren't compulsory or formally encouraged and there are still
limited pump-out facilities in marinas. What this means is for huge number of sailors and as boats have no
sewage filtrating systems at all, everything we put down our boat drains goes into our oceans.
As you can imagine, greywater contains a lot of organic compounds plus phosphates, grease, oil and different
chemicals from our washing, cleaning, scrubbing and boat maintenance duties. It is not clean water - you
wouldn’t want to drink it.
Similarly, when we clean our decks and hulls with detergents, all the chemicals we use in the water ends up in
the sea, even if we put them down a drain. All drains lead to the sea. That's right. All drains on our boats lead
to the sea. Greywater isn’t clean water, as it contains anything we put down our drains.
On land, water treatment plants can’t remove all the chemicals, and on our boats, the water doesn’t get
treated at all… Think about all the washing detergent, soap, shampoo, toothpaste, cleaning products, bleach,
oil and grease heading down our drains each day - all are non-native to our watery environments and almost
all contain man-made chemicals.
Clean Sailors on greywater
When toxic chemicals enter the water, a few things happen:
Chemicals bind oxygen in the water, leading to less oxygen available for marine life and valuable species
such as weeds and seagrasses.
An excess of organic compounds in the water can lead to rapid growth of algae, which again leads to that
the algae takes up all the oxygen from the other marine organisms leading to the death of marine life, or
what we call ‘atrophic’ waters - basically waters with minimal oxygen content. Not good.
Phosphate, an organic chemical, is commonly used in dish soap and detergents. Phosphates are not
biodegradable and are soluble in water meaning they easily accumulate in the marine environment where
they act as a nutrient for algae. When an excess of phosphates enter the marine environment they lead to
an algal ‘bloom’ and process known as eutrophication. As the algae bloom die this, in turn, takes oxygen
out of the water creating ‘dead zones’ where other aquatic fauna and flora literally suffocate.
Phthalates are another type of chemical found in our fragrant cleaning products including all-purpose
cleaning sprays and dish soaps. Phthalates are in fact endocrine disruptors, this means that they interfere
with the actual hormones of many marine species, throwing off their ability to regulate their own chemical
balances and to reproduce.

What can we do?
Let's think about what goes down our sink. This is the most important thing - on land and at sea, particularly at
sea.
Some of our boats do not have holding tanks or access to pump-out facilities, so it’s incredibly important that
we pay attention to the products we are using, so we can best minimise the impact we have on our waters.
We can:
Stay away from the bleach! Use plant-based, eco-friendly plastic-free products such as natural shampoo
bars, washing up liquid, drain cleaner, shaving foam and other personal products. When our drain water
heads into the sea, we need it to be as clean and chemical-free as possible!
Use biodegradable and eco-friendly boat cleaners, without phosphates and other chemical nasties.
(phosphates create algae blooms, starving the water and therefore other species of oxygen). The cleanest
boat-cleaning option is freshwater, a great scrubbing brush and lots of elbow grease!
Install a holding tank, to collect our wastewater for pump-out. This isn’t required in many countries yet but
if you have a pump-out near your marina or mooring, collecting your wastewater in a tank and disposing
of it properly is the best possible way to keep our seas cleaner.
Use shoreside facilities for showering, cleaning dishes and laundry, as far as possible. This way the
wastewater will at least get filtrated through a multi-stage, land-based sewage system, which we don’t have
on our boats.
As sailors, we have a responsibility towards our seas, and if we all are conscious about our actions and make a
couple of easy adjustments in our everyday sailing-life, we can have a great impact altogether.
Let’s make sure everything that goes down our drains is as clean and low-tox as possible!

For more tips check out https://cleansailors.com

Leadership at Sea
When you look back at all the stories you tell at the yacht club bar, generally you are never recalling the time
you had a perfect 10-15 knots of breeze abaft the beam and you had a perfect day sailing. No, you'll be telling
the story about the time that things went wrong, stuff broke, the weather was terrible, everyone was seasick
and how, despite everything going wrong, you (hopefully) came out the other side in one piece.
Not everyone copes well in hair-raising situations, however, and, of course, we aim to avoid putting ourselves
in any danger in the first place. But if it's going to happen, it will happen 'out there'.
Being a good leader and keeping a clear head can really help reassure everyone when things don’t quite go to
plan.
As the skipper, you're responsible for the vessel and all the crew on board. It's a big undertaking and
responsibility.
You're the one in charge and, as the leader, the crew must have confidence in your knowledge, guidance and
leadership. Leadership is an art, a skill, a discipline, and a mindset, all of which can be learned and improved
with practice.
As crew you can be a good leader, too, by following instructions, keeping calm, taking care of one another,
being safe and supporting the skipper to be a good leader by sharing your knowledge and skills to help them
make a decision and following instructions.
If you’ve ever experienced being under the management of someone who lacked some critical leadership
skills, then you know that being in an authoritative role doesn’t necessarily make someone a good leader.
Have you ever been on board a boat with a skipper who constantly loses their cool, shouts at the crew and
blames others for their mistakes?
Owning a boat doesn't automatically make you a good skipper or leader. So, what does?
There is no one-size-fits-all leadership style, and you don't need to change your personality to become a good
leader. However, there are some key qualities that every good leader should have.
Be it racing around the cans or cruising across the ocean, you can break down what makes a good leader by a
set of qualities. Then anyone can start to become more mindful of areas where you display good leadership
and other areas where there is more room for growth.
Being Prepared
Be confident in your own skills and abilities. If you aren't skilled in things like navigating, passage planning,
reading the weather or trimming the sails, take a course, ask someone to help you, do some more reading or
do the online Island Cruising NZ cruising preparation workshops.
Know your boat like the back of your hand. Learn how to change an impeller, know where everything is
stowed, how to quickly put in a reef, how to unclog a blocked bilge pump. Be aware of the weather and know
what conditions you are likely to expect throughout your voyage.
Never stop learning and up-skilling. Share your knowledge and skills with others. While you don't need to be
an expert in everything, it is handy to balance your skills with those of your crew. You can then take their
advice before making a decision.

Being Safe
People need to feel safe before you can earn their trust. Talk about safety and expectations, make sure your
boat has all the necessary safety gear on board, look out for one another, train the crew how to safely
undertake the important tasks on board the boat and highlight the hazards - things like the boom and line
handling. Don't expect everyone to know how everything works if you haven't trained them.
Integrity and Leading by Example
Set the watch-keeping rules or standing orders, and ensure you all follow them. Lead by example. If the rule is
not to leave the cockpit at night without letting someone know, then ensure you all follow that rule. Respect
and reinforce the safety protocols and code of conduct on board the boat. Don't ask people to do something
that you'd not consider doing yourself.
Think Ahead
Be pro-active instead of reactive. Anticipate what challenges, risks and consequences might lay ahead, be it
bad weather or investigating that unusual noise. There are many factors like waves and weather that are out
of your control at sea but have a plan for what is going to happen next and how you'll tackle any issues.
As crew, if you're coming in to a marina, get things like lines, boat hooks and fenders ready to go, put the
kettle on for a fellow crew member on night watch, keep people warm, rested and well fed, anticipate what will
happen next and be ready to act.
Keep Cool & Communicate
Good leaders are good communicators. They don't shout or blame. People are not mind-readers, so talk
about the situation, discuss the outcomes you aim to achieve, ask for feedback and comments, formulate a
plan, ensure everyone understands and act on it.
Communicating is not all about talking, it is mostly about listening. Be respectful and understanding of any
concerns, and give clear and decisive instructions.
Collaborate
Remember you are part of a team and it is essential that you all work together. Utilise the unique skills of
others and promote a strong spirit of teamwork.
Inspire Others
Create a positive atmosphere, a sense of community and teamwork among the crew. Be courteous, loyal and
helpful to others.
Inspirational leaders truly care about other people, and that is why people care about what they say. Good
leaders are not negative or lazy. Be someone that others will respect.
Have a positive can-do attitude
When faced with adversity, if you believe you are going to fail then you probably will. Stay positive, keep trying.
Surround yourself with like-minded positive people. Believe in yourself and the skills that you all have. Never
give up.
Take Your Time, and Take Control
It is easy to make poor decisions when you are under pressure. Stop, take a moment to assess the situation.
Is anyone injured? Is the boat OK? Are you in immediate danger? Think before you act, ensure your own safety
first, discuss the options, then formulate a plan.

Empower & Delegate
Give others a role and responsibility. Listen to their ideas and suggestions. Place confidence in the crew and
give them the freedom to do their jobs well.
The skipper needs to rest and needs to have confidence that the boat is in safe hands when they are offwatch. If you are that person, step up, be the leader, maintain a proper lookout and take care of the crew.
Adapt & Pivot
Situations are dynamic, especially on the ocean. Constantly assess and reassess, play out the different
scenarios and be prepared to change the plan.
Learn from Your Success & Failures
Things won't always go to plan. Use both your successes and failures to get better at what you do and take
every learning opportunity to help you change your style to improve in the future.
Have a Sense of Humour
It's said it's not an adventure unless you wish you were somewhere else at some point in the journey!
Remember that challenging situations are the best stories to have in the club bar afterwards.

Island Cruising NZ
J

oin us!

If you have a quality product or
service aimed at the cruising sailor,
and you would like to advertise in our
next newsletter, we invite you to join
us to become a partner of Island
Cruising NZ. We will work together to
showcase and promote your
business to a targeted, qualified
audience, and in turn, provide our
members with information, training
and advice on great deals and the
best products to suit their needs.

We have options to suit every
marketing budget!

Enquire for info on
advertising in our
special November
Feature
"Christmas Gifts for
Sailors"

contact us for more information

info@islandcruising.nz

